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Highlights



RHeference contains an extensive review of RHD with 805 entries and 467 sources



RHeference is a powerful, modern database allowing simple and complex queries



It focuses on practical observations in immunohematology and transfusion medicine
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Abstract
Hundreds of articles containing heterogeneous data describe D variants or add to the
knowledge of known alleles. Data can be difficult to find despite existing online blood group
resources and genetic and literature databases.
We have developed a modern, elaborate database for D variants, thanks to an extensive
literature search with meticulous curation of 387 peer-reviewed articles and 80 abstracts from
major conferences and other sources.
RHeference contains entries for 710 RHD alleles, 11 RHCE alleles, 30 phenotype descriptions
(preventing data loss from historical sources), 35 partly characterized alleles, 3 haplotypes
and 16 miscellaneous entries. The entries include molecular, phenotypic, serological,
alloimmunization, haplotype, geographical and other data, detailed for each source. The main
characteristics are summarized for each entry. The sources for all information are included
and easily accessible through doi and PMID links. Overall, the database contains more than
10.000 individual pieces of data.
We have set up the database architecture based on our previous expertise on database setup
and biocuration for other topics, using modern technologies such as the Django framework,
BioPython, Bootstrap and Jquery. This architecture allows an easy access to data and enables
simple and complex queries: combining multiple mutations, keywords, or any of the
characteristics included in the database.
RHeference provides a complement to existing resources and will continue to grow as our
knowledge expands and new articles are published.
The database url is http://www.rheference.org/
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INTRODUCTION
Since its discovery in the 1940s, the RH blood group system has been an important focus in
transfusion medicine. It is the second most important blood group system due to its high
clinical significance, and also the most diverse, with 55 antigens to-date.[1–3] Alloantibody
formation to RH antigens may occur during non-identical red blood cell (RBC) transfusion or
pregnancy, sometimes leading to hemolytic transfusion reactions and hemolytic disease of the
newborn (HDN). The D (RH1) antigen is the most immunogenic RH antigen, and the most
severe hemolytic reactions are caused by anti-D.
The existence of altered D antigens was recognized early on, because of weak D phenotypes
and allo-anti-D formation in D positive individuals, some of which led to fatal HDN.[4,5] By
cross-matching RBCs and anti-D, several phenotypes were described, dubbed DI to DVII.
Then, some categories were subdivided, others became obsolete, and additional phenotypes
were described.[6–11]
The molecular bases of the RH system were a source of questioning for decades, until the
RHD and RHCE genes (NM_016124 and NM_020485 are the reference sequences in
Genbank, respectively) were identified in the 1990s as two paralogous genes, with a high
sequence identity.[12] The genes are separated by only one gene, TMEM50A (SMP-1),
orientated head-to-tail and inherited together as a haplotype. Gene conversion events are
responsible for a high frequency of hybrid RHD-RHCE alleles.[13]
The discovery of its molecular bases progressively led to a new understanding of the RH
system. Serological classifications were defined more precisely or revisited in the light of
molecular discoveries: studies made the link between phenotypes and genotypes, while others
revealed that several heterogeneous genotypes were associated with what had been considered
to be a single phenotype.[14–20] Extensive cross-matching with rare anti-D and the

characterization of endless D phenotype categories became increasingly difficult as new
alleles were discovered.
More than 400 articles regarding D variants have now been published. This vast body of
literature is composed of exceedingly heterogeneous, dispersed data. Some describe new
molecular bases, others add to the knowledge of previously described alleles: phenotypes,
anti-D formation, splicing, detection of alleles in various populations, etc. Conventional
databases dedicated to human genetic variations and phenotypes, such as ClinVar,[21]
mention Overhydrated Spherocytosis due to Rhnull syndrome,[22] but do not cover other
clinical data relevant to immunohematologists: blood group phenotypes, risk of antibody
formation, or clinical consequences of alloimmunization.
Resources dedicated to immunohematology exist. The International Society of Blood
Transfusion (ISBT) manages the reference list and nomenclature for blood group genes and
alleles, available online as pdf files, updated every year or two (see web resources). For the
RH system, the ISBT Red Cell Immunogenetics and Blood Group Terminology (RCIBGT)
Working Party provides 4 distinct tables, as of Jan, 2021: “RHD negative blood group alleles
v4.0 180208”, “RHD weak D and Del alleles v5.0 180207”, “RHD Partial D blood group
alleles v5.0 180207” and “RH Blood Group Alleles: RHCE”. The tables contain alleles
submitted to or collected by the dedicated Working Party, listing molecular descriptions of
each allele (nucleotide change, amino acid(s), exons), allele names (common and numerical,
e.g. RHD*DIIIa and RHD*03.01), some phenotypes and comments. The classification of the
RHD alleles into the ISBT tables is also informative regarding D phenotypes, but occasional
mistakes and inconsistencies in these tables may occur. For instance, the RHD*525T allele
has been included despite incompatible events c. 525C>T and p.F175L being reported.[23]
Several alleles have also been assigned multiple allele numbers (e.g. RHD*13.02 and
RHD*16.03 for the RHD allele with c.667T>G, c.676G>C and c.697G>C substitutions).

For RHD, the other major resource is The Human RhesusBase[24] which currently has the
most comprehensive list of RHD alleles. The allele list is regularly updated (the latest update
was done in March, 2020), amongst other means by monitoring novel RHD alleles deposited
in the Genbank database. The allele list is extensive, with some data regarding serology or
descriptions for many entries. It is possible to access the data within the Human RhesusBase
by several dedicated, pre-established lists (phenotypes, names, mutation mechanism,
haplotypes...). More advanced queries (e.g. which RHD alleles include two specific
mutations) require browsing the entries manually.
Other interesting online resources for the RH blood group system include the table for RHCE
alleles, maintained by the New York Blood Center (see web resources); Erythrogene,[25]
which analyzed the variation of blood groups in the 1000 Genomes project; and
Bloodantigens.com,[26] for RBC antigen typing from Next-Generation Sequencing data.
Finally, the Blood Group Antigen Mutation Database[27] of the National Center for
Biotechnology Information was a useful tool until it was discontinued a few years ago.
Overall, the existing resources contain limited data compared to the extensive literature,
propose few links to published material, and have a limited number of features. RHD
genotyping is becoming increasingly widespread, and this scattering of data is becoming more
and more challenging for patient blood management. There also remain many gray areas in
our understanding of the RH system, in part due to the dispersion of the information. For all
these reasons, it appears necessary to propose a modern, complete, user-friendly database for
the RHD gene and D variants, containing all published information and links to each source,
using state-of-the-art bioinformatics solutions that enable performing complex queries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sources and literature search

The initial allele list was assembled in July 2016 from the RHD allele tables of the RCIBGT
Working Party of the ISBT[1,2] and completed by searching Genbank for RHD entries.[28]
Additional alleles were found through an extensive literature search, including the RHCE
alleles responsible for the expression of some D epitopes.[29–31] Between July 2016 and
December 2020, relevant literature was accessed with different strategies. In a first step, a
literature search in PubMed with keywords (“RHD”, “D variant”, “RHD allele”, “weak or
partial D antigen", etc.) was performed. In a second step, other relevant articles were found by
checking the reference list of the articles collected in the first step. In a third step, since many
alleles were still not associated with a study published in a peer-reviewed journal, the abstract
books of major international and national meetings were browsed for alleles that had not been
described elsewhere and cases of anti-D formation. (see web resources) If no other source
could be found for an allele, the comments of the Genbank entry were considered. Data from
full-length articles was favored over other sources. Like in many other fields, abstracts often
precede full-length publications, and the latter undergo a thorough review process.
Data processing and organization
Data was collected manually from the sources, curated, and organized into a fixed series of
subsections for each entry. To enable efficient browsing of the entries at a glance, the data
was also synthetized in curated summarized annotations, displayed for each subsection.
The first subsection of an entry page contains the ISBT nomenclature and approved names,
the ISBT allele table in which the allele can be found, a list of other names by which the allele
has been referred to previously in the literature. The entry type is stated.
The second subsection, Molecular Data, first shows a scheme of the allele (with RHD exons
colored red, RHCE colored blue, and deleted exons devoid of color). When hovering over an
exon, a tooltip box appears with the exon numbering and nucleic and proteic limits. When
hovering over a mutation, a box appears with the genetic variations at the nucleotide and

protein level. The Molecular Data section also contains: the nucleotide and amino acid
substitution(s), whether the allele is a D-CE hybrid, the position of the amino acid
substitution(s) relative to the lipid bilayer,[32] splicing data, etc.
The third subsection, Phenotype, contains: all D phenotypes reported, phenotypes for other
RH antigens, monoclonal anti-D testing and epitope patterns, D antigen density per RBC. The
detailed reagents, methods and reactivities have not been collected but a link to the upstream
source is provided. The D phenotypes have been organized into 6 classes: D positive (for
apparently normal or undetailed positive D phenotype), discrepant (for negative, weak and/or
positive reactions depending on reagents and techniques within the same report), weak D,
very weak D, DEL, D negative, and undetailed ambiguous D phenotype. Whether adsorptionelution was performed is specified for each report. For the curated summarized annotation of
the main D phenotype deduced from this data, priority was given to the phenotypes most
informative for users: DEL and variable reactions (i.e. positive or negative reactions in
different studies and/or with different anti-D reagents), over negative D and weak D,
respectively.
The fourth section, Haplotype, contains phenotypic and molecular data regarding the
association of RHD and RHCE alleles. For each RHD allele and entry, all the published
RHCE phenotypes and genotypes reported were taken into consideration. The annotations of
the main RHCE phenotype and RHCE allele associations were deduced from these reports.
The fifth section, Alloimmunization contains: anti-D formation (i) in carriers of each variant
(allo- and auto-anti-D, with as much serological data as available; anti-D presented in
conference abstracts are included in this section) and (ii) in D negative recipients (when the
carrier of the variant is a blood donor). A curated summarized annotation of the risk of anti-D
formation in carriers and in D negative recipients was deduced from these reports. Where
applicable, the allele phenotype was also considered for this curated summarized annotation.

Indeed, anti-D formation may not have been reported in carriers of alleles expressing a D
negative phenotype, but is expected to be possible. Similarly, anti-D formation in D negative
recipients may not have been reported for alleles expressing D positive phenotypes, but is
expected to be possible. When relevant, other RH antibody specificities were also included,
like anti-C (anti-RH2) for RHD*DIIIa-CEVS(4-7)-D (RHD*03N.01).
The sixth subsection, Reports, contains: a list of samples, situations, ethnicities and
populations in which each allele has been described to date. The curated summarized
annotation was deduced from the data and combines a summary of the population(s) and/or
ethnicitie(s) in which the allele has been described, with a rough estimation of the number of
samples reported (because some studies may overlap). This data is not prevalence data, since
most studies rely on an initial phenotyping step, skewing the estimates, but an overview of the
reports for the alleles in the immunohematology and transfusion contexts.
The seventh section, Links, contains links to other databases and websites: The Human
RhesusBase,[24] Genbank,[28] and Erythrogene.[25] The final subsection of each entry,
References, is the complete list of references and sources for the entry (see features below).
The date when a given annotation or a full entry revision was performed is indicated where
appropriate.
The data are included in RHeference as published. The allele assignments done by authors
were not reinterpreted in the light of subsequent allele descriptions or by considering the
limits of the methodologies used, e.g. alleles are often listed as RHD*weak D type 1
(RHD*01W.1) in the literature based on the presence of c.809T>G, but additional mutations
are not excluded. Any discordant data between different sources was included with the
respective references, e.g. RHD*01EL.01 (RHD*1227A) has been associated with weak D,
DEL and D negative phenotypes.[33–35]

Three types of entries were created to accommodate some data that could not be associated
with an exact allele: “phenotypic characterization”, “partly characterized allele”, “haplotype”.
This was done to prevent the loss of (i) historical data: the phenotypes of some samples were
studied in early works with or without partial molecular typing in subsequent studies (e.g.
PCR patterns) and (ii) modern population studies: alleles are incompletely typed by recent
genotyping strategies, particularly when a more precise typing will not modify patient blood
management (e.g. the silent mutations of the subtypes of RHD*DAR (RHD*09.01) are rarely
investigated).
Database design, architecture and querying.
RHeference is based on Django framework v1.11 LTS, an open Python framework, combined
with BioPython,[36] Boostrap 3 and Jquery 1.12 to provide specific developments and
biocuration for bioinformatics databases, as previously published.[37–39] RHeference is an
open database freely accessible online at http://www.rheference.org/. A complete schema of
the database‟s architecture, with the specifications of the data and their relationships is
available as Supplementary Figure S1.
The website is organized into 7 pages and menus: RHeference (the homepage), Allele,
References, Documentation, Statistics, Search and Contact. These pages, detailed in Results,
present RHeference, its content, and illustrate how to use the database.

RESULTS
Sources and entries
All the data incorporated in RHeference was carefully collected, checked manually, verified
between sources for coherence, and compared with existing resources (see Methods). To date,
RHeference v.1.00 incorporates 467 unique source references (Figure 1), published between

1955 and 2020, including 387 peer-reviewed articles (82.9%) and 80 conference abstracts or
other sources (online resources, thesis, etc.).
RHeference v.1.00 contains 805 entries: 710 RHD alleles (including RHD*01), 11 RHCE
alleles, 35 entries with partial molecular characterization, 30 with phenotypic characterization
only, 3 haplotypes, and 16 miscellaneous entries. The latter include: erroneous sequences
corrected in subsequent studies, intronic variants in remote zones of the RHD gene, and a few
other, unclassifiable cases. There are 67 hybrid alleles.
No article or abstract could be found for 82 (10.1%) entries, 77 of which come from data
deposited in Genbank. RHeference links 718 Genbank accession numbers; 548 entries have at
least one accession number.
Overview of RHD alleles
Many positions within the RHD coding sequence have at least one known single nucleotide
variation (SNV) (Figure 2). As expected, the most prevalent SNV in RHD alleles are those
that match the RHCE sequence. The substitution c.667T>G is the most prevalent, found in
104 RHD alleles (14.6%), counting the hybrid alleles. The most common non-RHCE
substitutions are c.186G>T, c.410C>T, c.819G>A and c.1136C>T, present in 18 (2.5%), 23
(3.2%), 20 (2.8%) and 334 (4.6%) alleles respectively. Table 1 presents the RHD alleles most
frequently reported in the literature. Table 2 gives an overview of the characteristics and of
the completion of the database for the RHD alleles.
Entry layout
Figure 3 shows the default, compact view for a RHeference entry, organized following the
subsections detailed in Methods. The compact display gives access to the curated summarized
annotation of the main characteristics derived from the data collected. Clicking each arrow on
the right opens the expanded view for each section to reveal the detailed data linked to each
source (e.g. in the Phenotype subsection: RH phenotypes other than for the D antigen, antigen

density per Red Blood Cell, etc.) (Supplementary Figure S2). Many sections can be expanded
further by clicking the plus signs.

Website layout
The 7 pages and menus of the website mentioned in Methods are accessible from the header
(visible at the top of Figure 3). The homepage provides a brief description of the database.
The Allele menu allows rapid browsing with a direct access to the list of all the entries. The
References menu leads to the complete list of sources linked in the database. For each
published article, the [Citation] tag leads to the corresponding PubMed entry or, whenever
possible, to the Digital Object Identifier (doi). The [RHeference] tag leads to a page within the
database dedicated to the source‟s details: title, authors, publication year, PMID, etc., with
links to all the entries discussed within the source and a list of the annotations.
The Documentation page (http://www.rheference.org/documentation) provides a variety of
information for the user, additional references (e.g. for each high- and low-frequency RH
antigen), allowing for a better understanding of the significance and context of the data
provided in the database. This page contains 6 tabs: (i) an Overview of the database with
current database usage including querying, (ii) a commented Example of an entry, (iii) a
schema of the database architecture, (iv) Funding and licensing information, (v) a presentation
of the Collaborators on this project, and (vi) answers to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ).
The Statistics page is updated automatically when new data are incorporated to the database
(http://www.rheference.org/statistics ), shows the distribution of variants along the sequence
as in Figure 2, and a number of statistics and counts including those listed in Tables 1 and 2.
The Search menu enables several types of queries, from simple to more complex possibilities,
detailed in the next paragraph. The Contact page provides information about the database
designers.

Queries
As one of the main added values and specificities of RHeference, there are several query
possibilities. First, within any entry, each characteristic can be clicked and opens a list of
entries with similar data: a nucleotide or amino acid substitution, categorical data like
phenotypes or haplotypes, etc. Second, the Quick search box in the website‟s header is used to
search by keyword or position. Words (e.g. “weak” or “DAU”) are searched in allele names,
and numbers are searched in nucleotide and amino acid substitutions (e.g. “1025” or “342”).
The user must click on an entry name from the drop-down list to be redirected to the entry
page. A search by keyword within allele names is also possible from the page By name and a
search by position from the page By mutation, both accessed from the Search menu. Third,
from the Search menu In exons, any number and combination of exonic mutations can be
selected with an option to output alleles with all or any of the mutations. For instance,
clicking on exons 5 and 8 to select c.697G>C and c.1136C>T, with the option “All positions
selected present” lists 8 alleles, while a search with the option “Any positions selected
present” lists 95 alleles. Finally, a Complex search form is available from the menu for
advanced queries. For instance, selecting the DEL phenotype associated with the main
phenotype „ce‟ outputs a list of 15 entries. For all query types except the Quick search, the
output is a list of entries organized in a table with sorting options.

DISCUSSION
RHeference is a modern, powerful database for D variants. From the expertise gained on
previous biocuration and databases on other topics,[37–39] we set up the database with
modern technologies allowing simple and complex queries depending on the user's interest,

many intradatabase links, a high flexibility for future developments and database updates and
interconnection with other online databases and resources.
RHeference incorporates 467 sources, most of which are peer-reviewed articles. In
RHeference v1.00, we focused on including one or more sources for each entry and for anti-D
formation (Figure 1). We are (and will be) continuously including new sources, with yearly
updates, or more frequently if a group of curators can be formed. Using the contact form
(http://www.rheference.org/contact), users can report any relevant article or abstract, as well
as any bugs or typographical errors. The most up-to-date statistics will be regularly updated
and available at http://www.rheference.org/statistics
We have chosen to include some data presented in conference abstracts, particularly for
alleles with no peer-reviewed reference and regarding anti-D formation. It is sometimes
argued that the existence of anti-D which have not made it into peer-reviewed journals may be
doubted.[40] However, publishing a full-length article for anti-D observed with limited
serological data is challenging when the allele has been reported previously. Until some
transfusion journals created “New allele report” sections,[41] it was also nearly impossible to
publish a new allele separately. Nowadays, it may still be quite challenging for teams
focusing on patient management to conduct the full serological and molecular analysis
necessary for a submission. Many teams, including ours, retain several (or many!) new, partly
analyzed alleles awaiting more data or new samples and analyses before considering fulllength publication. We consider reports in abstract form to be important data, if they are
recognized as such, and have included some in RHeference. Each page dedicated to a source
is clearly titled as “Article”, “Abstract”, or “Online Resource” (for links to The Human
RhesusBase,[24] Genbank,[28] etc.).
For RHeference v1.00, we have chosen not to solicit data proceeding from personal
communications or observations, which has not been peer reviewed. However, such data

could be considered for future evolutions of RHeference, as it could easily be included and
flagged as unpublished observations. Sharing such data resulting from the experience and
expertise of immunohematology reference laboratories and transfusion specialists would be of
great value to the community. E.g. underlining which D variants are particularly prone to antiD formation would be informative for blood banks with limited D negative pRBC resources.
As a point of comparison with the Human RhesusBase,[24] the best online resource to date,
RHeference contains 721 alleles versus 591 for the Human RhesusBase, and 805 entries
overall versus 620. Because all Genbank accession numbers have been included (i.e. when all
10 RHD exons were deposited separately for a single allele and explicitly linked in the
publication), RHeference lists 718 Genbank accession numbers, while The Human
RhesusBase has chosen to focus on the one or two most relevant accession number(s) for each
allele and lists 552 Genbank accession numbers. The main way in which the data in
RHeference complements The Human RhesusBase is that RHeference includes many more
sources (467 versus 139 unique sources) and that all fields have been filled in RHeference
when the data could be located. The number of alleles/entries with at least one link to an
article or abstract is 89.9% in RHeference and 58.3% in the Human RhesusBase. The data
within The Human RhesusBase was counted manually in January 2021.
One of the limitations of RHeference is that the allele assignments done by authors were not
reinterpreted in the light of the limits of the methodologies used or subsequent allele
descriptions, unless the authors themselves noted the limits of their genotyping methodology.
When the authors noted limits, the data was associated with entries flagged as “partly
characterized”, e.g. RHD*weak D type 45.1 (RHD*01W.45.1) or RHD*weak D type 45.2
(RHD*01W.45.2).[42] This may skew the data for some alleles for which subtypes are rarely
separated, but probably with limited consequences overall. For instance, the silent mutations
allowing the distinction between RHD*weak D type 4.2.0, .1, .2 and .3 (respectively

RHD*09.01.00, .01, .02 and .03) are not included in recent genotyping platforms, but all these
alleles code for the same protein sequence with p.T201R, p.F223V, and p.I342T.
Reports of RHD alleles in many populations and countries are listed in RHeference as
observed by immunohematologists. Immunogenomics studies on the RH blood group system
have been performed in a relatively small number of areas (Europe, North America, Eastern
Asia),

and

this

disequilibrium

influences

the

alleles

described

to-date

in

an

immunohematology setting, the number of reports in patients, and some of the early
assumptions of the geographic origin of some alleles. RHD genotyping is spreading
worldwide[43–45]. Making data easily accessible through RHeference will help teams
pinpoint relevant alleles to look for within local minority communities, inform decisionmaking for countries starting to implement RHD genotyping and encourage underrepresented
countries to perform studies or collaborate [46–56] to fill in the gaps that remain from an
immunogenomics standpoint. Such data included in RHeference are not allele prevalence data
but reflect practical observations in immunohematology, as a complement to the databases
mapping

human genetic variation,

such as the Genome

Aggregation Database

(gnomAD),[57,58] The ISBT blood group database project for all blood groups [59] is likely
to include links to these databases. In the meantime, RHeference provides links to the
Erythrogene project website.[25] Interconnections between RHeference and other databases
will be discussed with existing, established and future databases maintainers.
Experts currently agree on the management of a minority of RHD alleles[40] because of the
rarity of most alleles, the heterogeneous observations or simply the insufficient data regarding
anti-D antibody formation. Patient management depends on local policies for each variant:
some countries focus on preventing potential anti-D formation[40,60] while others treat
individuals with weak D phenotypes as “normal” D positive unless anti-D is detected.[57,61]

By linking to all the anti-D reports, RHeference will help highlight which alleles may benefit
from a discussion between experts.

CONCLUSIONS
With 467 references and 805 entries to date, RHeference provides an extensive review and
pinpoints the gaps in current knowledge regarding D variants. Thanks to its features and
numerous query options, it provides easy access and opens new possibilities to articulate
available data, as a complement to existing resources. It also provides many additional
information and links to publications of different kinds, useful for specialists and nonspecialists. The overview it provides and the capacity to focus on points of interest by flexible
queries paves the way to a better understanding of the D antigen and the RH blood group
system. The database will continue to grow as our knowledge expands and new articles are
published.
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TABLES
Table 1: RHD alleles most frequently reported in the literature to-date, by number of samples,
excluding standard RHD (RHD*01) and RHD deletion (RHD*01N.01).
Number of samples

Common name

ISBT

Articles in
RHeference (N)

50 to 150 samples

RHD*DIIIa

RHD*03.01

30

RHD*DVI type 1

RHD*06.01

36

RHD*DVI type 2

RHD*06.02

32

RHD*weak D type 4.2.0,

RHD*09.01.00

8

RHD*weak D type 5

RHD*01W.5

40

RHD*weak D type 42

RHD*01W.42

10

RHD*93dupT

RHD*01N.50 and

17

RHD*DAR1

RHD*01EL.18

More than 150

RHD*ex10del type 1

Not listed

9

RHD*960A

Not listed

7

RHD-RHCe(2-9)-RHD

RHD*01N.03

44

RHD*D psi

RHD*08N.01

62

RHD*DVI type 3

RHD*06.03.01

25

RHD*weak D type 4.2.2,

RHD*09.01.02

28

RHD*weak D type 4.0

RHD*09.03.01

58

RHD*DAU0

RHD*10.00

30

RHD*partial weak D type 11

RHD*11

55

RHD*partial weak D type 15

RHD*15

50

RHD*weak D type 1

RHD*01W.1

80

RHD*weak D type 2

RHD*01W.2

77

RHD*weak D type 3

RHD*01W.3

60

RHD*weak D type 38

RHD*01W.38

23

RHD*weak D type 150

RHD*01W.150

5

RHD*1227A

RHD*01EL.01

69

RHD*486+1A

RHD*01EL.08

36

samples

RHD*DAR1.2

Table 2: Summary of RHeference‟s content and completion for 710 RHD alleles.
N

%

D antigen phenotype

Alleles with at least one D phenotype reported

616

85.4

Annotated “main” D

D positive phenotype

36

5.1

Weak or very weak D

225

31.7

Variable or discrepant D phenotype (positive or

144

20.0

DEL phenotype

60

8.5

Negative D phenotype, DEL excluded

72

10.1

Negative D phenotype, DEL not excluded*

46

6.5

Monoclonal anti-D

Alleles with data for testing monoclonal anti-D

239

33.7

Ag density/RBC

Alleles with at least one Ag density/RBC

150

21.1

Haplotype association

Alleles with at least one RHCE haplotype

499

70.3

With ce

141

20.2

With Ce

308

44.2

With cE

83

11.9

With CE

3

0.4

Alleles with any explicit data regarding anti-D

111

15.6

77

10.9

501

70.6

phenotype

negative depending on reagents and methods)

association
Annotated “main” RHCE
haplotype association†

Anti-D formation in carriers

formation in carriers
Alleles with one or more allo-anti-D (including in
abstract form)
Alleles with no anti-D

* For 12 alleles, it was not completely clear whether DEL phenotype was excluded or not,
either because the alleles have been classified as “D negative” by the ISBT but an article or
abstract confirming that a DEL phenotype had been excluded could not be found, or because
the source mentioned performing adsorption-elution but did not explicitly state the results for
the allele. † Including probable associations e.g. if the known samples had C+E–c+e+
phenotype, the allele is most likely associated with Ce because of the likelihood of the dce

haplotype being in trans. The most up-to-date statistics will be regularly updated and available
at http://www.rheference.org/statistics

FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1: Data sources included in RHeference: number of entries with 0, 1, 2 etc. sources
(peer-reviewed articles and conference abstracts).

Figure 2: Genetic variants found in RHD alleles within the coding region.

Histogram of the number of alleles, including hybrid alleles, per nucleotide position (positions
with mutations to RHCE are in green). The sequence stops at 1251 because the stop-codon is
excluded.

Figure 3: Description of an entry available in RHeference.
The condensed display for RHD*DNT (RHD*38) serves as an example. Each subsection can
be expanded by clicking on the corresponding arrow to the right. The expanded display is
available as Supplementary Figure S2. The following information is visible in the condensed
display. Subsection 1 serves as a header: ISBT nomenclature and table. Subsection 2:
Molecular Data, with a schema of the allele. When hovering over an exon, a box appears with
the exon limits. When hovering over a mutation, a box appears with the genetic variations at
the nucleotide and protein level. Subsection 3: Phenotype, with the main phenotype for the D
antigen.* Subsection 4: Haplotype, with the main RHCE phenotype associated (as an
haplotype) with the allele.* Subsection 5: with a summary of alloimmunization data for antiD antibody formation in carriers of the variant exposed to standard D.* Subsection 6: A
summary of the situations and populations in which the allele has been reported.* Subsection

7: Links to other databases and websites (The Human RhesusBase,[24] Genbank,[28]
Erythrogene[25]). Subsection 8: References to all sources relating to the entry. The last update
for the whole entry appears at the bottom of the page.* The curated summarized annotations
are interpreted from the data collected, with the last revision date for each summary shown
next to it in parentheses.

